ERI ECONOMIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE
OCCUPATIONAL ASSESSOR®
ERI’s Occupational Assessor FLSA Overtime Module is a web-based application used for estimating
overtime exemption status at the state and federal level. Answer job analysis questions reflecting
regulations specified in the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and state level overtime rules to generate
a predicted exemption status.
This version includes:
•

Ability to select any of over 19,000 position titles to
initiate an analysis, allowing for default comparative
norms to be shown.

•

More than 1,000 industry sectors

•

6,000 U.S. cities allowing for states that have unique
exempt and non-exempt provisions.

•

Review the job analysis questions required by Part 541
regulations as well as unique state-related regulations

•

Graphically display rates of error in the form of
distributions for most questions, greatly enhancing
the ability to discuss with employees the range of
measures that might be selected.

•

Exemption status prediction based on job analysis:
Federal level
States with unique overtime laws.

•

Ability to save, print, and edit your analyses.

ABOUT ERI
ERI Economic Research Institute has been trusted for decades to provide compensation survey data. We
compile the most robust salary survey, cost-of-living, executive compensation, and job competency data
available. Thousands of corporate subscribers, including the majority of the Fortune 500®, rely on ERI
analytics to streamline the compensation planning process, develop compensation packages that attract
and retain top performers, and provide defensible data that holds up during litigation and audit.
www.erieri.com | 800.627.3697
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ERI ECONOMIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE
OCCUPATIONAL ASSESSOR®
ERI’s Occupational Assessor Disability Determination Module is a web-based application used
by disability carriers and vocational experts. Complete job analysis forms reflecting an individual’s
training, experience, and limitations to generate lists of jobs with requirements falling within these
restrictions. This edition includes the ability to:
•

Identify an individual’s previous jobs, training, skills and experience

•

Change job measures as required (to indicate an individual’s limitations due to injury or
other circumstances)

•

Review the raw source data

•

Produce lists of potential jobs

•

Analyze job availability statistics

•

Review local employers

•

Access job board postings

ABOUT ERI
ERI Economic Research Institute has been trusted for decades to provide compensation survey data.
We compile the most robust salary survey, cost-of-living, executive compensation, and job competency
data available. Thousands of corporate subscribers, including the majority of the Fortune 500®, rely on ERI
analytics to streamline the compensation planning process, develop compensation packages that attract
and retain top performers, and provide defensible data that holds up during litigation and audit.
www.erieri.com | 800.627.3697
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